
CAMBRIDGE OVERSEAS SCHOOL, MUKERIAN 

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK GRADE –6 
• Dear Parents kindly revise the entire syllabus done for FA2 examination for all subjects. 

 

English 

Listening Comprehension:- Activity 1 to 4 

Problem Solving Assessment:- Activity 8 to 12 

Analogies:-  Activity 13&14 

Reading Project:- Activity 19 to 24 

Bravia - Section-A Reading  

Worksheets 6 to 10 

Pg no 15 to 23 

Story Writing:- 

Worksheets 60 to 61 

Students will maintain a self-made notebook of dictionary in which they write 5 words daily and its 

meanings. Approximately the words in total should be above 130.  

Maths 

1          Write and  Learn the Tables  from       2 to 20 . 

2          Revise Unit -4 (Integers) from your math`s book . 

3          Watch the news  and note the temperature of Delhi everyday. Also note the day and date 

which were most and least hot . 

4          Learn and write the divisibility tests by 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11 with examples. 

Science 

1.Modal Making 

Make a chart on disease caused by vitamins -----------roll no. 1,2 

Make a model on human skeleton system---------Roll no.-3,4,5 

Make a model on open and closed circuit-------------Roll no.6,7 

Make a model on water cycle------Roll no.8,9 

Hindi 

1. . 

  

 



CAMBRIDGE OVERSEAS SCHOOL, MUKERIAN 

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK GRADE –6 
 

SST. 

1) Write and learn the important terms of lesson 1 to 3 of history, geography and civics. 

2)Revise the work done in the school till now……(for all) 

3) Make the tools used by the early men with clay or thermocol… roll no – 4 

4) search in your locality whether any type of inequality exists there. Write about it and provide 

various ideas and methods to overcome it….. roll no 8 and 9 

5) Prepare a colourful chart displaying the Preamble to Indian Constitution …….. roll no 1 and 2. 

6) Draw the map of India on a chart and colour different states and union territories. Also write the 

names of their capitals……. roll no 3 & 5 

7) If you go and see the night sky you can see clusters or group of stars. They are called 

constellations. Draw any five constellations and write a few lines on them. ……. roll no 6  

8) Draw the map of Punjab on a chart and colour different districts. Locate main rivers and canals …. 

roll no -7 

9) Draw the world map and colour major countries. Name their capitals and write their 

currencies….. roll no -8 

10) Prepare a model of the Solar System using balls of different sizes….roll no – 9. 

 

Drawing 

 

Make a  Pot  and paint it. 

Material required:- One Pot, Acrylic Colour, Round brush (4 Number), Flat brush (6 

Number)(Camlin). 

 

 

 

 

Community outreach (family outing):- Write 8-10 sentences on the given topic:-My visit to_________  

with my family. It can be any place like heritage site, hill station, Grandparent’s place etc. 

 

 


